A Vulnerability and the Human Condition Initiative

Spring Student Symposium

- (LEARN)ing to Serve: A Vulnerability Analysis of Service-Learning and Civic Engagement in Higher Education | James Roland
- The Vulnerability of Civil Discourse: Communicative Action as a Vulnerable Social Institution | P.J. Kachmar
- Pushing the Boundaries: Characterizing Ecosystems as "Vulnerable Subjects" to Combat the International Environmental Crisis | Matthew Ady
- Pregnancy and the Responsive State: Keep Your Laws on My Body? | Jennifer Hickey
- "Gay International": Vulnerability and Resilience within the United Nations | Nicole Schladt

Monday, April 3 at 2:00 - 4:00 PM
Emory University School of Law, G575
E-mail rezrol@emory to RSVP
*Snacks will be served